
T his is the most spectacular hotel I have
ever seen and ever slept in. It's an old
castle completely renovated and with

the incredible location on the top of a hill and
overlooking the Mount Cofano you will have an
incredible view from any of the four corners of
the hotel. You have the feeling of being tran-
sported to another era, to the Middle Ages and
you begin to believe in princesses and dragons,
a reality in this incredible refurnished structu-
re.

Thanks to the elegant restoration work, loyal
to the original watch-tower structure, the
rooms provide some of the best views in Sicily.
The warm decoration in the rooms, each uni-
que, but all furnished in neo-Gothic style with
prized fabrics, reflect the history of the palace
without forsaking modern comforts which
include private bathroom, air conditioning,
satellite TV, telephone, and mini-bar.

Torri Pepoli is an ideal and exclusive loca-
tion where an organizer can host meetings and
incentives, work gatherings and company pre-
sentations. In addition gala dinners, overnight
stays and longer holidays are of course all avai-
lable. The meeting rooms have been entirely
renovated without losing the original features

and are located in a quiet and intimate area of
the castle.

Even the dining at Torri Pepoli is an expe-
rience not only for the quality of the meals and
great cuisine, but also for the delightful dining
room, built within the ancient stone walls and
embellished with attractive decorations.

Designed for working lunches, gala dinners,
cocktail parties and buffets, the restaurant also
boasts a relaxing bar area. It's really the perfect
place to enjoy excellent regional cooking,
accompanied by the area's best wines and to
discover ancient family recipes.

Due to the ideal weather that Erice enjoys
the whole year, drinks and food can be enjoyed
outdoors, overlooking the Mediterranean Sea.
The lush gardens, protected by tall, crenulated
walls, are perfect for exclusive receptions and
ceremonies, as well as relaxing strolls in the
heart of nature, peace and tranquillity. Enjoy
some of the traditional pastries made accor-
ding to nuns' ancient recipes in this place that
abounds in magic and leaves the visitor with
and indelible souvenir.

As a world traveller you must visit Torre
Pepoli at least once in this lifetime. A unique
experience and great memories are for certain.
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